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JABRAN SAEED
FullStack Developer
# �6596506496, �923214009084 _ jabransaeed.m@gmail.com
 www.linkedin.com/in/jabransaeed + Singapore

EXPERIENCE
Sta� Software Engineer
VISA

Singapore
I was part of VISA Checkout team at the Singapore Office.

Built a web based credit card wallet for Indian market. Involved with 
major stakeholders of the industry like Flipkart.
Accessibility and Security features for Visa Checkout with traffic of 5 
million average users.
Member of task force that kept tabs on major browser's upcoming 
features and how they will affect Visa's applications.
Worked on a white label payment gateway for banks.

Front End Lead
The Stakeholder Company

Singapore
Realtime Global Sensing and Stakeholder management software

Built the frontend of the application from scratch used by high profile 
organizations like CocaCola, McDonald's, Gazprom etc.
Data Visualization, interactive maps and responsive data driven 
infographics.
Dashboards for CEOs to show compose and condense information in 
a minimal UI.
High performance, real-time node graphs with thousands of relations 
rendered on the browser. 

Senior UI Software Engineer
Xylem �Visenti)

Singapore
Visenti built solutions for hardware sensing of pipe networks. Using AI 
and sensor data to allow better decisions for city infrastructure. 

Lead the development of frontend application designed to be a portal 
of data exploration of real-time sensors and AI algorithms.
Worked with ArcGIS to create highly detailed data driven, interactive 
maps.
Performance challenges showing very high resolutions on browser 
with websockets and 2d canvas.
Real-time dashboard used by city authorities for crisis management 
in the pipe networks. Constrained by fast SLA and low failure rate due 
to the cirtical nature of the task.

Web Application Engineer
Obscure Interactive

Lahore, Pakistan
Actively engaged in several web based ventures for a technical 
solutions' agency.

Transcribing software for NHS �UK� used by doctors. The application 
was a complete SaaS business with portals for doctors and 
transcribers.
Electronic stores running on PHP and MySQL
Highly interactive websites for digital marketing and campaigns

SUMMARY
Full Stack JavaScript developer with a 
background in UI Engineering.
Exposure to building large scale web 
applications, non-trivial frontend and 
team leading. I strive for simple solutions 
and shipping quality code.

LANGUAGES
English
Proficient

Urdu
Native

SKILLS

EDUCATION
BSc Computer Engineering
Comsats Institute of Information 
Technology

tel:+6596506496, +923214009084
mailto:jabransaeed.m@gmail.com

